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Abstract. The DANE (DNS-based Authentication of Named Entities)
framework uses DNSSEC to provide a source of trust, and with TLSA
it can serve as a root of trust for TLS certificates. This serves to com-
plement traditional certificate authentication methods, which is impor-
tant given the risks inherent in trusting hundreds of organizations—risks
already demonstrated with multiple compromises. The TLSA
protocol was published in 2012, and this paper presents the first sys-
tematic study of its deployment. We studied TLSA usage, developing
a tool that actively probes all signed zones in .com and .net for TLSA
records. We find the TLSA use is early: in our latest measurement, of
the 485k signed zones, we find only 997 TLSA names. We characterize
how it is being used so far, and find that around 7–13 % of TLSA records
are invalid. We find 33 % of TLSA responses are larger than 1500 Bytes
and will very likely be fragmented.

1 Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is central to Internet use. Originally used
mainly to map between names and IP addresses or services, DNS has grown to
support many other applications. To protect DNS information from modifica-
tion or forgery, DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) provides integrity of DNS
data via a cryptographic chain of trust following the DNS hierarchy. Traditional
public-key infrastructure (PKI) places trust in multiple Certification Authori-
ties (CAs, or PKI-CAs). Rather than the PKI’s many roots and shallow tree,
DNSSEC provides a single root and deeper hierarchy, decreasing the size of the
root of trust and thus its vulnerability to compromise.

DANE (DNS-based Authentication of Named Entities) takes advantage of the
DNSSEC-provided root of trust to authenticate TLS (Transport Layer Security)
certificates. It places TLSA records in the DNS hierarchy and uses DNSSEC
to validate their integrity. DANE TLSA therefore complements PKI Certificate
Authorities, allowing TLS-users to better control certificates validation and pro-
tect against classes of CA compromise (as has occurred before [5,6]).

The DANE standard was published in 2012 [14], relatively recently. Although
standardized, little is known about how actively DANE is being used. After two
years, how many domains are using DANE? How widely used is TLSA? In this
paper, we start to answer these questions.
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This paper presents the first systematic study of DANE TLSA deployment.
Its first contribution is to describe an efficient methodology to actively probe
DANE TLSA deployment status for three protocols on six ports. We apply
this method to get a complete view of DANE usage at the two largest generic
top-level domains (gTLDs): .com and .net for more than four months. (Passive
monitoring would provide an incomplete view.) Our second contribution is to
track DANE TLSA growth. We see that deployment remains very early, with
only 997 TLSA names of the 485k DNSSEC zones, but use is steadily increasing
(§4.1). Our third contribution is to evaluate DANE usage in two ways. We check
for correct use of TLSA, and we consistently find 7%-13% of TLSA records are
invalid: no IP address, no certificate, or a mismatch between the TLSA record
and the certificate (§4.3). This high rate of misconfiguration suggests that DANE
remains experimental, not mandatory. DANE has several operational modes, so
we also characterize which are most popular, finding that DANE is most often
used (76% of the time) to establish trust independent of the public CA hierarchy
(§4.4). Our final contribution is to evaluate how DANE interacts with UDP. We
find that find 33% of TLSA responses exceed the Ethernet MTU and will be
fragmented at the IP layer, raising potential performance issues (§4.5).

2 Background and Related Work

We next briefly review DNS, DNSSEC, and DANE TLSA, and prior work observ-
ing DNS.

2.1 DNS

DNS is a protocol that maps domain names to Resource Records (RRs) using
globally distributed servers to provide a consistent global namespace distributed
across millions of servers [20,21]. There are many types of RRs, from A and AAAA
for IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, or MX for the mail server for a given domain. RRs are
stored in zones, with each zone managing part of the namespace (*.example.com).
An authoritative name server provides the answer for a zone.

2.2 DNSSEC

DNS originally assumed a cooperative internet, so its basic design did not pro-
tect against malicious attempts to alter or pollute the namespace. DNSSEC
was developed to protect the integrity of DNS responses by cryptographically
signing the zone, allowing anyone to verify that RRs are what the zone owner
intended [2–4]. For most users, DNSSEC trust is anchored in the single, signed
root zone. The chain of trust extends to lower levels of the namespace via signed
delegations in the form of Delegation Signer (DS) records. The operator of a
signed zone is responsible for publishing its DS records in its parent zone.

.com
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2.3 DANE TLSA

DANE (DNS-based Authentication of Named Entities) is the idea that DNSSEC
allows the DNS hierarchy to provide a root of trust for different types of infor-
mation. DANE can compliment the traditional public-key infrastructure (PKI)
Certification Authorities (CAs, or PKI-CAs) by giving operators of TLS-based
services more control over how they indicate the authenticity of their TLS certifi-
cates. The CA model has come under scrutiny recently due to CA compromises
and a lack of transparency and choice in the set of trusted CAs.

The DANE framework can provide trust for many different applications.
DANE TLSA [14] is the first of these, providing methods to verify X.509 server
certificates used in Transport Layer Security [9]. This paper addresses the deploy-
ment of DANE TLSA; studies of TLSA design and TLS performance with DANE
are not our focus.

In DANE TLSA, domain name owners publish “certificate association data”
in the DNS as TLSA RRs. TLSA RRs specify how applications can verify an
X.509 certificate. Options range from providing the X.509 certificate itself, iden-
tifying a particular already-known intermediate CA, any already-known inter-
mediate CA, or specify a new CA to serve as trust anchor. It can further specify
whether the entire certificate, or only the public key, must be matched, and
whether matching is based on hashes or an exact match of the given data.
Figure 1 highlights the different ways that TLSA complements and constrains
traditional CA methods.

TLSA associates records with particular network services to support different
certificates for different services on the same host. TLSA names are prefixed with
a port number and protocol name. For example, the TLSA record for the HTTPS
service at www.example.com is stored under the name 443. tcp.www.example.
com.

2.4 Related Work

We are not the first to scan the DNS. Several groups have walked the DNS reverse
hierarchy, and ISC makes this data available publicly [16]. Others have used active
DNS queries to study potential DNSSEC DDoS attacks [33], and uncover opera-
tional practices ofEDNS-Client-Subnet (ECS) adopters [32]. SecSpider has tracked
DNSSEC deployment and health since 2005 [26]. NIST monitors DNSSEC deploy-
ment of a set of government, industry and university domains [23]. Our probing
is similar to these measurements, but targeted tracking growth of DANE TLSA.
The Internet Society also provides pointers to DNSSEC deployment reports [8].
We provide data about DANE TLSA that could fit in such a report.

To support testing, several organizations have created correct or intentionally
misconfigured DANE sites [7,24,37]. Other groups have created websites or tools
that allow one to validate DANE TLSA (and DNSSEC) by request [10,19,22],
both with IPv4 and IPv6 [1,31], and published DANE TLSA enabled mail
servers [19]. Our measurements complement test cases and on-demand tests by
evaluating deployment correctness as seen in the field, at least for two large
TLDs.

www.example.com
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(a) Certifi-
cate valida-
tion without
DANE TLSA.

(b) TLSA Usage 0. The TLSA
record constrains the PKIX
validation to a specific certifi-
cate authority.

(c) TLSA Usage 1. The TLSA
record constrains the PKIX
validation to a specific server
certificate.

(d) TLSA Usage 2. The TLSA
record constrains the PKIX
validation to a CA trust an-
chor that might not be known
to the application.

(e) TLSA Usage 3. The TLSA
record specifies a server certifi-
cate that might not validate
via the application’s PKIX
mechanism.

Fig. 1. The different ways that DANE TLSA complements and constrains certificate
validation in applications

3 Monitoring DANE TLSA Deployment

To understand current DANE TLSA deployment we are interested in long-term
observations of its use and growth. We have developed PryDane, a new tool that
takes a set of zone names as input, then evaluates all those that use DNSSEC to
see which also use TLSA. For zones with TLSA records, it also validates whether
records match the the servers’ certificates.

3.1 How to Track TLSA-Enabled Names

Our goal is to track increased deployment of DANE TLSA over time. Since the
DNS is large, TLSA records are currently rare, and we need to probe regularly,
our first challenge is to efficiently search DNS for TLSA use. Two possible meth-
ods present themselves: passive collection from live traffic, and TLD zone files.
Each has advantages and disadvantages.
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Fig. 2. Pseudo code of our probing system

Passive collection of DNS (for example, [11]) can provide usage and pop-
ularity with basic DNS data. It also can collect data across the entire DNS
namespace. However, passive collection is likely incomplete, missing zones that
never happen to be used during observation, and collection can be complex and
sometimes unreliable.

Zone files are available for all gTLDs through ICANN’s Centralized Zone
Data Service [15]. We find that zone files are generally more reliable and easier
to process, and they guarantee complete coverage within the TLD. They do not,
however, indicate which names are actually being queried, and do not cover the
entire DNS namespace since most ccTLDs do not make their zone files available.
Nonetheless, for this study, we have chosen to use TLD zone files as our data
source. So far we have only used the .com and .net zone files. See Section 5 for
details about the zone files we used. Including more gTLDs is future work.

To get a set of meaningful targets to probe, we select all DNSSEC signed
names by extracting those delegations that have accompanying DS records. We
ignore non-DNSSEC names because TLSA records are only trustworthy when
their integrity is ensured, and use of TLSA without DNSSEC is an error.

We probe several services that are TLSA early-adopters: HTTPS, SMTP
(mail [29]), and XMPP (Jabber [18,28] ). Other services that may use TLS are
VPNs and secure SIP, but we omit these because we know of no deployments
that support DANE TLSA. Table 1 lists when protocol support for TLSA began,
and our gradual addition of protocol coverage. We look for DANE TLSA use
with service discovery methods specific to each protocol as shown in Figure 2.
Generally these probe only with the target domain, but some MX records point
to e-mail servers in domains outside our targets (.com and .net).

.com
.net
.com
.net
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Table 1. Protocol and implementation support for TLSA, and when our coverage
begins for each

TLSA Support probing
protocol port date start
HTTPS [9] 443 2013-03-04 [10] 2014-07-14
SMTP [13] 587 2014-01-15 [29] 2014-07-14

25 2014-10-02
465 2014-10-02

XMPP [27] 5222 experimental 2014-10-14
5269 [18,28] 2014-10-14

Table 2. Number of TLSA names on Dec. 3, 2014. We discovered a few TLSA names
outside the zone of .com and .net, since some mail servers are not in those two TLDs.

scanned size 130.30M (100%)
non-DNSSEC 129.82M (99.63%)
DNSSEC 485k (0.37%)

non-TLSA zones ∼485k
TLSA zones 443 [100%]

com and net 365 [82.4%]
other zones 78 [17.6%]

TLSA names 997 {100%}
HTTPS (443) 393 {39.5%}
SMTP (25) 314 {31.5%}

(465) 87 {8.7%}
(587) 105 {10.5%}

XMPP (5222) 49 {4.9%}
(5269) 49 {4.9%}

4 Observations and Findings

Our measurements provide several key findings: estimates of DANE TLSA deploy-
ment, growth, and correctness.

4.1 The Number of TLSA Enabled Names

As of Dec. 3, 2014, PryDane monitors 485k DNSSEC secured .com and .net
zones. Among those, 997 TLSA names are found (Table 2).

Our measurement shows the deployment of DANE TLSA is steady increasing
overall (Figure 3), although the fluctuation of the curve also exists, which we
think is caused by the experimental deployment and occasional DNS failure.
Adding protocols results in jumps in the number of total names that we find
on 2014-10-02 and 2014-10-14. We also find that port-443 TLSA names increase
faster than port-587 names which does not increase much (almost flat curve).
If we project the current linear trend, the population will double in 6 months.

.com
.net
.com
.net
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Fig. 3. Number of TLSA names and zones over 142 days. New probes are added during
our measurement: (a) add probing SMTP port 25 and 465; (b) add probing XMPP
port 5222 and 5269.

Table 3. Sample zone numbers and penetration of DNSSEC and DANE TLSA at the
end of our current observation

zone date total DNSSEC TLSA Pdnssec Ptlsa

com 2014-12-03 115.2M 405k 183 .0035 .0005

net 2014-12-03 15.1M 79k 182 .0053 .0023

Growth so far is largely linear but our collection methodology will allow longer
observation to determine if usage increases and follows an S (sigmoid) curve.

Currently there are only few applications, such an add-on [10] available for
common browsers and Postfix mail server [29], supporting DANE TLSA. Deploy-
ment of DANE TLSA should pick up quickly as the application support is imple-
mented.

4.2 Compare DANE TLSA and DNSSEC Deployment

To understand the deployment of DANE TLSA, we compare the growth of
DNSSEC and DANE TLSA over time. We find DANE TLSA is growing well
given it’s relative immaturity.

To compare them we consider the penetration of each technology into its
base of possible users. We define the penetration of DANE TLSA (Ptlsa) as the
fraction of the number of TLSA zones over all DNSSEC zones (Ntlsa/Ndnssec).
Since Ntlsa is limited by Ndnssec (DANE TLSA replies on DNSSEC for authen-
tication), we normalize by the number of DNSSEC zones. We consider a zone to
be TLSA active if that zone contains at least one TLSA record. Similarly, the
penetration of DNSSEC (Pdnssec) is the fraction of zones using DNSSEC over
all active zones (Ndnssec/Nall).
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Fig. 4. TLSA validation (ports 443 and 587 only) without cert usage 0 over 142 days.
There are consistently 7%-13% TLSA enabled names do not match servers’ certificates
(lower red bars).

We obtain DNSSEC data from TLDs operators. Combining those with our
measurement results, we track Ptlsa and Pdnssec during our time of observation.
The absolute values of penetration are small for both TLDs (less than 0.6%)
Table 3, indicating DNSSEC deployment is still modest, 9 years after stan-
dardization. Compared to current DNSSEC deployment, DANE TLSA seems
promising given its novelty (only 2 years after standardization). We observe
Pdnssec > Ptlsa because of greater DNSSEC maturity. Ideally we would compare
the first year of DNSSEC deployment with current DANE TLSA deployment.
However, the correct data of early DNSSEC deployment is not available because
many zones had DNSSEC signed names before the signing of .com and .net
zones.

4.3 TLSA Record Validation

Having found TLSA records, we also check them for correct usage. We find 7–
13% TLSA records are consistently showing invalid over two months (Figure 4).
We identify several problems: no IP address, no certificate, or a mismatch between
the TLSA record and the certificate at the IP address. We categorize our TLSA
validation results in the following.

No IPv4: There are some domain names having an associate TLSA record,
but without an A record (no IPv4 address). In this case, it’s impossible to get a
certificate through IPv4, thus no validation could be done. Over 142 days of our
observation, 24 unique domain names in total fall into this case. Among those, 5
domain names consistently report no IPv4 addresses every day. To further study
the consistent no-IPv4 names, we queried AAAA record (IPv6) for those names.
We found 3 of them pointing to the same CNAME record having a IPv6 address,
one of them has an IPv6 address, and the rest don’t have IPv6 address.

.com
.net
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No certificate: For some TLSA records, we were unable to retrieve the
server’s certificate. In these cases our call to the OpenSSL command timed out.
We believe this problem is cased by the remote server, since the probing machine
is well connected to internet and has no problems fetching certificates in all the
other cases.

Mismatching: Sometimes the TLSA record and certificate exist, but they
don’t match based on the given options in the TLSA record. We think this is
mostly caused by expiration of either certificate or TLSA record, and one of them
is not updated correspondingly. This accounts for most of the invalid cases. The
lacking of feedback from users also makes web operators pay little attention to
those deployed TLSA records, since TLSA is not widely used at this time.

We plan to add more functionality to our TLSA validation process. We val-
idate the certificate through IPv4 addresses after getting a TLSA record. We
would like to also check certificates through IPv6, however our probing systems
currently sit on a network without global IPv6 reachability. We leave validat-
ing IPv6 certificate as a future work. For simplicity, we currently assume DNS
integrity without validating DNSSEC chain, and only checks whether the certifi-
cate matches the corresponding TLSA records or whether a trust anchor is found,
based on the different options. To support DNSSEC validation in our measure-
ment, we plan to use cache to avoid constantly fetching common DNSSEC keys,
potentially improving performance. TLSA records in an unsigned domain is also
an error because their integrity cannot be protected by DNSSEC. Measuring this
kind of error would require probing all domains, an expensive task inconsistent
with our goal of minimizing network traffic. Exploration of this class of error is
possible future work.

There are several websites built to allow one to validate DANE TLSA and
DNSSEC by request [10,22,31]. Our measurements complement these on-demand
tests and show a broader view of DANE TLSA healthiness.

4.4 Observed TLSA Parameters

TLSA can specify several different trust relationships, such as requiring a specific
CA or certificate. More explanation about TLSA option is presented in subsection
2.3. We next study which are currently in use.

We study the latest one-day sample (Figure 5). We observe that the major
group of combination is domain-issued certificate (76%, certificate usage: 3)
matching full certificate (71%, selector: 0) with SHA-256 (84%, matching type:
1), and this does not change much over the time of our observation. The domi-
nant use of domain-issued certificate indicates that most DANE TLSA cases are
actually independent from CA without serving its trust source. SHA-256 is cur-
rently strong enough and it’s not necessary to use stronger algorithm bringing
more bits in DNS response, causing the problem of larger DNS packets subsec-
tion 4.5. There is a small number (1.5%) of TLSA records using exact matching
(matching type: 0) which may bring the problems of large response packets sub-
section 4.5. We recommend not to use full certificate matching unless TLSA
record is used to deliver the server’s certificate.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of different options in TLSA record. This figure shows one sample
of total 1123 TLSA records in 997 TLSA responses captured on Dec. 3, 2014.

4.5 Problematically Large TLSA Packets

When TLSA response blows up to more than 1500 bytes, it suffers IP fragmen-
tation causing various problems: resend-all loss recovery [17], middleboxes block
fragments [38], and fragmentation attacks [12]. Large TLSA packets also force
DNS to fallback to retry using TCP, and fragments have to be re-assembled,
adding the extra resolving latency.

There are several causes leading to large TLSA response. First, a TLSA
response can contain multiple TLSA records, either for certificate rollover or
for different assertions [14]. In the sample of Dec. 3, 2014, we observe 9.5%
out of 997 TLSA responses contain more than one TLSA record. As number of
TLSA records increases, the packet size rises correspondingly. Second, the exact
matching of certificate in TLSA record without using a hash value adds much
more to response packets. We examine the sizes of current SSL certificates by
using data collected by Rapid7 Labs [30]. We find median size of X.509 certificate
is 774 B, indicating that a TLSA response containing 2 full certificates gets
IP fragmented. Third, with DNSSEC enabled and multiple RRs in authority
and additional sections, a TLSA response is more likely to be problematically
large, which is the common problem of DNS response, not limited to TLSA. To
examine the actual TLSA response sizes, we actively query the corresponding
authoritative servers for those TLSA names we found. We find that 33% TLSA
responses are larger than 1500 bytes, leading to the problems of IP fragmentation
(Figure 7). Those large response packets are mostly caused by the several RRs
with different names in authority and additional sections.

We suggest that DNS zone operators limit the number of TLSA records for
one domain name, use hash matching instead of exact matching, and limit the
number of RRs in authority and additional sections to avoid future possible IP
fragmentation.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of certificate sizes based on IPv4 SSL certificate data
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Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of the response sizes with DNSSEC from authoritative
servers of the 997 TLSA names on Dec. 3, 2014

4.6 Different Certificates Through IPv4 and IPv6

The difference between IPv4 and IPv6 certificates is problematic for DANE
TLSA with usage “domain-issued certificate”, because one domain names nor-
mally (more than 90% as we observed) has one associated TLSA record, in which
case, one TLSA record cannot match two different certificates.

To detect this circumstance (different IPv4 and IPv6 certificates for the same
name), we conduct additional measurement from another vantage point with
working IPv6 access. (Our main probing server does not have IPv6 connectivity.)
For each TLSA enabled name we detect, we actively fetch certificate through
IPv4 and IPv6 if they have one, and we compare the two certificates. As of Oct
1, 2014, we find 238 out of 390 TLSA names have both IPv4 and IPv6 certificates,
among which we detect 15 names (under 10 different sub-domain) have different
certificates between IPv4 and IPv6. Operators might forget to update one of
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them when rolling over the certificates, leading to this inconsistency. We suggest
domain name owners pay attention attention to this problem if they prepare to
deploy DANE TLSA in their domain.

5 Representativeness of Our Results

Although we study two of the largest TLDs (.com and .net), they are only a
subset of the Internet. Some other TLDs have as many or more signed delega-
tions, however those ccTLD zone files are not generally available. We believe the
data we study is large enough to provide an overview of current deployment of
DANE TLSA. We do not know of any bias in the subset that we measure.

Our dataset is large: as of Dec. 3 2014, there are 115.2M and 15.1M active
zones in .com and .net respectively [34,36].

Second, we probed all DNSSEC signed sub-zones from these two TLDs, by
extracting all DS records in the zone files. On Dec. 3 2014, we probed 405k
DNSSEC signed .com zones, and 79k signed .com zones [35]. We only probe
DNSSEC signed zones because DANE relies on DNSSEC for integrity. While a
TLSA record can be placed in non-DNSSEC-signed zones, such records are not
effective because they lack the integrity verification provided by DNSSEC.

Third, we explore three major secure services (HTTPS, SMTP and XMPP) that
are most likely to use TLSA records. Other services using TLS are VPN and
SIP applications. However, we know of no deployments using DANE TLSA for
them.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents the first measurement of DANE TLSA deployment. The
main results are summarized as follows. Current CA-based certificate authenti-
cation works well in most cases and people don’t feel the need to use a completely
new authentication protocol, although DANE provides several benefits, such as
reducing attack surface and making Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten-
sions (S/MIME) global deployment possible [25]. Our measurement shows DANE
TLSA use is early. However, the increasing trend of DANE TLSA deployment
emerges. Our TLSA validation shows current DANE deployment has security
inconsistency. Among TLSA records found, there are consistently around 7%-
13% TLSA records mismatching server’s certificates over the time of our obser-
vation. We observed that the most common (71%-84%) usage of TLSA record is:
domain-issued certificate matching full certificates with SHA-256. We find 33%
TLSA responses suffering IP fragmentation, resulting in fragmentation attacks
and additional latency of query processing.

Our monitoring system PryDane is continuously running to keep track of new
deployment of DANE. We are working on releasing the source code. (Pseudocode
is shown in Figure 2.) We are exploring different services leading to TLSA records
deployed in DNS, other than SMTP and HTTPS. We are also extending PryDane
to capture other possible DANE cases, such as OPENPGPKEY [39], and adding

.com
.net
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IPv6 certificate validation. Our current measurements cover .com and .net with
direct access to the zones; future work may explore other DNSSEC signed zones,
or passive DNS analysis of TLSA.
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